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Overview

COSMOS is an advanced wireless research testbed, equipped
with networking, computing and sensing equipment in support of
low‐latency high‐bandwidth experiments.
COSMOS pilot site at Columbia University facilitates
camera‐based experiments with smart city applications at the
intersection of 120th St. and Amsterdam Ave. in NYC.
Large video datasets are needed to train deep learning based
object detection models in city traffic intersections.
Faces and license plates in intersection videos compromise
personal privacy.
We create a pipeline to systematically blur faces and license
plates using the YOLOv4 object detection model.
The pipeline blurs 99% of visible faces and license plates
recorded by the 1st floor camera.

Figure 1:Example input (raw unblurred frame) and output (frame with faces and licenses blurred).

Solution

Use deep learning models to detect faces and licenses that will
then be blurred
Data Acquisition: Collection of 4K resolution traffic intersection
videos using first floor cameras.
Video Annotation: To create ground truth labels, we use the
browser based annotation tool CVAT (Computer Vision
Annotation Tool) to identify, frame by frame, faces and licenses
in intersection videos.
Object Detection: Various YOLOv4 object detection models are
trained on annotated videos using the open source neural
network framework Darknet.
Pipeline Integration Darknet YOLOv4 models are converted to
PyTorch for integration into blurring pipeline.

Evaluation Methods

1. Video Segmentation Validation: All annotated videos used for
training with random video segments selected for validation.

2. Test Video Validation: Small subset of annotated videos are
withheld from training for testing.

3. Programmatic Evaluation: Quantitative evaluation (mAP,
precision, recall, etc.) of model inference compared to ground
truth labels and measures of performance on small and
occluded objects.

4. Manual Evaluation: Qualitative evaluation of pipeline
performance on visibly discernible objects.

5. Latency Evaluation: Analysis of inference speed of face and
license detection model running on GPU.

Figure 2:Plot of Face and License Plate mAP as a function of model input resolution for all objects
vs only relatively small objects.

Results

Figure 3:Table of selected results. * indicates recall value at the selected "visible" threshold; the
size at which an object is discernible.

Figure 4:Successful detection and blurring of faces and license plates (top). False negatives high‐
lighting various edge cases (bottom).

Conclusion

We create a deep learning based pipeline to systematically blur
face and license plates in city traffic intersections.
For a given 1st floor intersection video, we are able to blur
faces and license plates with a recall of over 99%.
Detection of Edge Cases: The majority of missed objects involve
scenarios not included or sparsely included in the training set.
Generalization: Application of the pipeline on 2nd floor
intersection videos shows further data collection and training is
needed for generalization to novel intersections.
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